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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
EXPLORATIONS FOR EFFICIENT REVERSIBLE BARREL SHIFTERS AND THEIR
MAPPINGS IN QCA NANOCOMPUTING
This thesis is based on promising computing paradigm of reversible logic which generates
unique outputs out of the inputs and. Reversible logic circuits maintain one-to-one mapping
inside of the inputs and the outputs. Compared to the traditional irreversible computation,
reversible logic circuit has the advantage that it successfully avoids the information loss
during computations. Also, reversible logic is useful to design ultra-low-power nanocom-
puting circuits, circuits for quantum computing, and the nanocircuits that are testable in
nature. Reversible computing circuits require the ancilla inputs and the garbage outputs.
Ancilla input is the constant input in reversible circuits. Garbage output is the output for
maintaining the reversibility of the reversible logic but is not any of the primary inputs nor
a useful bit. An efficient reversible circuit will have the minimal number of garbage and
ancilla bits.
Barrel shifter is one of main computing systems having applications in high speed digital
signal processing, floating-point arithmetic, FPGA, and Center Processing Unit (CPU). It
can operate the function of shifting or rotation for multiple bits in only one clock cycle.
The goal of this thesis is to design barrel shifters based on the reversible computing that are
optimized in terms of the number of ancilla and garbage bits. In order to achieve this goal, a
new Super Conservative Reversible Logic Gate (SCRL gate) has been used. The SCRL gate
has 1 control input depending on the value of which it can swap any two n-1 data inputs. We
proved that the SCRL gate is superior to the existing conservative reversible Fredkin gate.
This thesis develops 5 design methodologies for reversible barrel shifters using SCRL gates
that are primarily optimized with the criteria of the number of ancilla and garbage bits.
The five proposed methodologies consist of reversible right rotator, reversible logical right
shifter, reversible arithmetic right shifter, reversible universal right shifter and reversible
universal bidirectional shifter. The proposed reversible barrel shifter design is compared
with the existing works in literature and have shown improvement ranging from 8.5% to
92% by the number of garbage and ancilla bits. The SCRL gate and design methodologies of
reversible barrel shifter are mapped in Quantum Dot Cellular Automata (QCA) computing.
It is illustrated that the SCRL-based designs of reversible barrel shifters have less QCA cost
(cost in terms of number of inverters and majority voters) compared to the Fredkin gate-
based designs of reversible barrel shifters.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Reversible logic is a promising technology that can be applied in a wide technology domain
such as quantum computing, optical computing, molecular computing and DNA computing,
etc. [41]. Reversible logic makes it possible for no information loss during computations.
Reversible logic circuits have one-to-one mapping between the inputs and the outputs, and
yield unique output out of the inputs. Researchers have proved that in irreversible logic
computations, the information loss of 1 bit causes KT ln 2 Joules of energy dissipation [20].
Bennett proved that this KT ln 2 J of energy dissipation will not appear in reversible logic
[3]. The inputs of reversible logic can be derived from the outputs while this is impossible in
irreversible logic circuits since the inputs and outputs are not uniquely corresponded. Let’s
take an example of classical irreversible XOR gates. Figure 1.1(a) shows the irreversible
XOR gate and its truth table is shown in Table 1.1. As we can observe from Table 1.1,
it is impossible to derive the inputs from the outputs since there are two possible inputs
AB = (00, 11) that can yield the output 0. However, a reversible XOR gate shown in
Figure 1.1(b) is an example of one-to-one mapping. As shown in Table 1.2, each output is
generated from a unique input. F = A⊕B, P = A, Q = A⊕B.
A
B
F
(a) Irreversible XOR gate
 
A
B
P
Q
(b) Reversible XOR gate
Figure 1.1: Irreversible and reversible XOR gates
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Table 1.1: Truth table for irreversible XOR gate
A B F
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
Table 1.2: Truth table for reversible XOR gate
A B P Q
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0
1.1 Motivation
Reversible logic successfully avoid the energy loss during circuits computations. Barrel
shifter is one of main computing systems having applications in high speed digital signal
processing, floating-point arithmetic, FPGA, and Center Processing Unit (CPU)[29]. Barrel
shifter can operate the function of shifting and rotation for any possible bits within one clock
cycle. In the existing literature, researchers have proposed several designs of barrel shifter.
The existing reversible barrel shifter designs have the limitations that they have unexpected
amount of ancilla and garbage bits [17, 19, 26]. Ancilla input is the constant input in the
reversible circuit. Garbage output is only used for maintaining the reversibility but is not
primary nor useful in circuits. Reversible circuits generate a lot of bits of garbage outputs to
maintain the reversibility. The increasing number of garbage outputs have several penalties
such as increasing circuits size, extra interconnections, more heat generation and increasing
number of I/O pins. Another significant reason for minimizing the garbage and ancilla
bits is that the several emerging technologies having application of reversible logic are in
premature stage. Hence large reversible circuits in emerging technologies are difficult to
fabricate[34]. The existing reversible barrel shifters were entirely constructed from the
Fredkin and Feynman gates. The use of the Fredkin gate to design the barrel shifter was
the cause of enormous amount of garbage bits. In this thesis, we have investigated the
application of super consevative reversible logic gate (SCRL) to minimize the ancilla and
garbage bits in the design of barrel shifters. Because of the several advantages of QCA
technology, the SCRL gate and corresponding reversible barrel shifter designs have been
mapped in field coupled QCA computing.
1.2 Contribution of Thesis
This thesis develops 5 design methodologies for reversible barrel shifters using SCRL
gates that are primarily optimized by reducing the amount of ancilla and garbage bits.
The proposed design of reversible barrel shifters are compared with the existing works in
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literature and have shown improvement ranging from 8.5% to 92% in terms of number of
ancilla inputs and the garbage outputs. The design methodologies of reversible barrel shifter
are mapping in field coupled QCA computing. The contributions can be summarized as
follows:
1. Reversible right rotator using SCRL gates
2. Reversible logical right shifter using SCRL gates
3. Reversible arithmetic right shifter using SCRL gates
4. Reversible universal right shfiter using SCRL gates
5. Reversible universal bidirectional shifter using SCRL gates
6. Mapping of SCRL gate in field coupled QCA computing
7. Design evaluation of reversible barrel shifters in QCA computing
1.3 Outline of Thesis
Chapter 2 is the background of reversible logic and QCA computing. Some common and
widely used reversible logic gates are also introduced in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 briefly ex-
plains the main theory of the SCRL gate and how it can be realized using QCA technology.
Chapter 4 introduces the main theory of barrel shifters. The 5 design methodologies of
barrel shifters are proposed in this chapter. Section 4.1 introduces the design methodology
for right rotators; Section 4.2 introduces the design methodology for logical right shifters;
Section 4.3 introduces the design methodology for arithmetic right shifter; Section 4.4 intro-
duces the design methodology for universal right shifters; Section 4.5 introduces the design
methodology for universal bidirectional shifters. Chapter 5 shows the evaluations of the
proposed methodologies by the amount of garbage and ancilla bits and the devices used in
QCA implementation. Chapter 6 is a conclusion of this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Basics of QCA Computing
Quantum dots cellular automata computing (QCA computing) uses QCA cells which can
be considered as a box with 4 dots at the four vertices of the box (shown as Figure 2.1(a)).
An electron pair is brought into the box and placed in two of the quantum dots to form
different states of circuits [22, 27]. Due to electrostatic repulsion, the two electrons of the
electron pair would automatically occupy locations to be far from each other, which are the
two diagonals. By providing tunneling junctions with potential barriers, the electrons are
prevented from escaping from the cell. In this way, a QCA cell forms two different states
representing logic 0 and 1. In QCA logic, the two states are represented as P = 1 and
P = −1 as shown in Figure 2.1(b) and Figure 2.1(c).
 
Quantum dot 
(a) QCA cell
 
(b) Logic 0
 
(c) Logic 1
Figure 2.1: QCA cells and states
Due to to electrostatic interactions a cell will always keep the same state as the one next
to it when arranged in linear array as shown in Figure 2.3(a), [27]. This is called binary
wire. Hence, the signal is propagated and the information is transmitted from the input to
the output.
Figure 2.2 shows a 45 degree QCA cell. When several this QCA cells are aligned in an
array as shown in Figure 2.3(b), each cell has the opposite state of its neighbors. This
propagation of information is called inverter chain. A binary wire and inverter chain can
cross each other without interaction in crossing wires(Figure 2.3(c)).
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 Figure 2.2: 45 degree QCA cell
 
(a) Binary wire
 
(b) Inverter chain
 
(c) Crossing connection
Figure 2.3: QCA wires
1. Majority gate.
Majority gate is one of the frequently used gates in QCA designs. As shown in Figure
2.4, majority gate can be considered as a crossing wire of same type of cells (binary
wire) with five QCA cells. It has the equation as follows:
F = AB + AC + BC (2.1)
Table 2.1 shows the truth table of majority gate.
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A 
B 
C 
F 
Figure 2.4: Majority gate
Table 2.1: Truth table for majority gate
A B C F
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1
If one of the inputs is set to −1, which is logic 0, for example C is set to logic 0, a
majority gate will then turn into an AND gate. Since:
F = AB + A · 0 + B · 0 = AB (2.2)
In another case, if C is set to logic 1, it will then become an OR gate. Since:
F = AB + A · 1 + B · 1 = A(B + 1) + B = A + B (2.3)
2. Inverters.
There are two kinds of inverter designs as shown in Figure 2.5(a) and Figure 2.5(b).
The first inverter is more stable in nature than the second one. But the second one is
more frequently used in QCA computing because it is simpler and saves cells.
QCA clock zones contribute to successively transmitting the information from one clock
zone to the next [14]. The information flows in a pipeline from the input to the output.
Figure 2.6(a) shows the different functions of a cell in 4 different clock zones. A cell in a
certain clock accepts the information from the cell in previous clock zone upon a switch
excitation. After holding the information for a quarter clock cycle, this cell releases the
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 A A 
(a) Inverter
 
A 
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(b) Inverter
Figure 2.5: QCA inverter designs
current information to clear the memory for next information. Then it relaxes for another
quarter clock cycle. The procedure is shown as Figure 2.6(b).
 
(a) Clock zones
 
(b) Four phase clocking
Figure 2.6: Information flow process
2.2 Reversible Logic Gates and Their QCA Implementations
2.2.1 Feynman Gate
Feynman gate (FE) is a 2 by 2 reversible logic gate with the outputs P = A,Q = A⊕B
[41]. The block diagram is shown in Figure 2.7. Table 2.2 is the truth table for Feynman
gate.
Figure 2.7: Feynman gate
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Table 2.2: Truth table for Feynman gate
A B P Q
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0
Feynman gates are frequently used for data copying while avoiding fanouts. When
B = 0, the Feynman gate performs an operation of copying since P = A and Q = A⊕0 = A.
Figure 2.8 shows the QCA design of Feynman gate in four-phase clocking scheme.
 
clk2
clk2
Figure 2.8: QCA design of Feynman gate
”clk0” means that the current wire is set to clock zone 0. Similarly ”clk1, clk2, clk3”
means that the current wire is set to clock zone 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The triangle
represents an inverter. The pentagon represents a majority voter. When one input in a
majority voter is set to −1 which represents a logic 0, the majority voter performs as an
AND gate and when one of the inputs of the majority voter is set to 1, the majority voter
performs as an OR gate. The QCA implementation is shown in Figure 2.9
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Figure 2.9: Feynman gate QCA implementation
2.2.2 Fredkin Gate
Fredkin gate (FR) is a 3 by 3 logic gate. It has the function of P = A, Q = AB + AC,
R = AC + AB [41]. The block diagram is shown in Figure 2.10, and the truth table is
shown in Table 2.3.
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 Figure 2.10: Fredkin gate
Table 2.3: Truth table of Fredkin gate
A B C P Q R
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
As can be observed in Table 2.3, the input A is a control signal of the Fredkin gate.
When A = 0, the Fredkin gate performs an operation of swapping data of B and C. When
A = 1, the outputs are the same as the inputs. This is similar to a 2 : 1 multiplexer. Figure
2.11 shows the QCA design of Fredkin gate. The QCA implementation is shown in Figure
2.12.
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 clk2
clk2
clk2
clk2
R
Q
Figure 2.11: QCA design of Fredkin gate
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A B
-1.00
C
-1.00
1.00
Q
-1.00
1.00
R
-1.00
P
Figure 2.12: Fredkin gate QCA implementation
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2.3 Barrel Shifter
Barrel shifter is a functional logic circuit with any designed inputs and same number of
outputs [29]. The function of a barrel shifter is to shift the inputs information in a certain
order to left or right for any possible bits. A well designed barrel shifter is able to implement
bidirectional information shifting. Researchers have proposed various barrel shifter designs.
Among these designs, logarithmic barrel shifter is one of the most popular designs since it
saves area for the circuit and it is simple to implement. As it is shown in Figure 2.13 [36],
a barrel shifter with q stages and n inputs is called an (n, q) barrel shifter. Microscopically
into each stage, the pth stage shifts the information for 2q−p bits where q = log2 n. With a
control signal which is used for either executing or shutting down the shifting mode. The
shifting mode can be executed when the control signal is at logic 1 and can be shut down
when the control signal is at logic 0. Hence, the information can be shifted from 0 bit (all
control signals set to logic 0) to n− 1 bits (all control signals set to logic 1). Logical right
shifter, logical left shifter, right rotator, left rotator, arithmetic left shifter and arithmetic
right shifter are the different functions that can be implemented using the barrel shifter.
Suppose there is an (8, 3) barrel shifter with the inputs as a7, a6, a5, a4, a3, a2, a1, a0, the six
functions are shown in Table 2.4 [19].
.
.
.
Figure 2.13: (n, k) barrel shifter block diagram
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Table 2.4: Operation functions and outputs
Operation functions Outputs
Logical right shifer 0, 0, 0, a7, a6, a5, a4, a3
Right rotator a2, a1, a0, a7, a6, a5, a4, a3
Logical left shifter a4, a3, a2, a1, a0, 0, 0, 0
Left rotator a4, a3, a2, a1, a0, a7, a6, a5
Arithmetic right shifter a7, a7, a7, a7, a6, a5, a4, a3
Arithmetic left shifter a7, a3, a2, a1, a0, 0, 0, 0
1. Logical right/left shifters: A logical right/left shifter is functioned to make any re-
quired bits of displacement of the inputs while change the same bits of the first or
last bits to 0. Table 2.4 shows an example for 3 bits shifting of an 8-inputs barrel
shifters. After a 3 bits logical right shifting, the outputs are changed to a serial data
of 0, 0, 0, a7, a6, a5, a4, a3. The inputs are right translated for 3 bits while the first 3
bits are changed to 0. One the contrary, after a 3 bits logical left shifting, the outputs
are changed to a4, a3, a2, a1, a0, 0, 0, 0, which makes the inputs left translated for 3 bits
while change the last 3 bits to 0.
2. Right/left rotators: Compared to logical shifters, rotators generally do the func-
tion of displacement. After a 3 bits right rotation, the outputs are changed to
a2, a1, a0, a7, a6, a5, a4, a3. The last 3 bits are rotated into the front. After a 3 bits
left rotation, the outputs are changed to a4, a3, a2, a1, a0, a7, a6, a5. The first 3 bits
are rotated to the back of the serial data.
3. Arithmetic shifters: Different from logical shifters, arithmetic right shifters always
keep the leftmost shifting bits as same as the sign bit, which is i7 in this example.
Arithmetic left shifters always keep the leftmost 1 bit as sign bit, while the remaining
bits are doing the function of inputs logical left shifting.
2.4 Related Work
Reversible logic has attracted many meaningful attempts in proposed works such as [10–
12, 15, 23, 24, 44]. Minimizing the garbage outputs and ancilla inputs is the common
goal for the researchers to optimize the reversible logic circuits designs. We observed that
some new technologies have been proposed and have contributed to reducing the ancilla
inputs and garbage outputs [25, 31, 37, 40, 40, 43]. Some of the practical designs are flip-
flops, fast fourier transform, perfect shuffle, etc [2, 7]. Some researches also included binary
calculations such as half adders, full adders, ripple carry adders, carry look-ahead adder,
etc.[6, 9, 16, 28, 38, 39]. Researchers have proposed new designs of ripple carry adder
without ancilla inputs and optimized the operation delay in [34, 35]. We also observed
several recent designs of reversible barrel shifters[17, 19, 26]. Among these designs, Mitra
design [26] is the newest which was proposed in March 2015. However, there is still space
to improve these designs. This thesis has done the work to optimize the barrel shifter
designs including right rotator, logical right shifter, arithmetic right shifter, universal right
shifter and unvisal bidirectional shifter by reducing the number of ancilla inputs and garbage
outputs. What’s more, many of the current barrel shifter designs focused on the universal
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bidirectional shifters. This thesis work covers all 6 functions of the barrel shifters (right/left
rotator, logical right/left shifter and arithmetic right/left shifter)and optimized them in a
satisfying range compared to the most recent design. Also, a combined circuit that can
implement all the six functions has been proposed in this thesis work.
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Chapter 3
Super Conservative Reversible
Logic Gate
3.1 Introduction to SCRL Gate
As we have discussed in previous chapter (2.2), Fredkin gate is a 3 by 3 reversible logic
gate with one control input, two data inputs and three outputs. Recently, researchers have
proposed a new n×n reversible logic gate named Super Conservative Reversible Logic Gate
(SCRL gate). The SCRL gate has n inputs that includes one control bit input and n − 1
data inputs [36]. An n× n SCRL gate is shown in Figure 3.1.
 
.
.
. 
c0 
 
 
 
SCRL-N 
a0 
a1 
c0 
0 a0 + c0a1 
0 a1 + c0a2 
an-3 
an-2 
0 an-3 + c0an-2
2 
0 an-2 + c0a0 
.
.
. 
Figure 3.1: n× n SCRL gate
Define the n inputs of SCRL gate as c0, a0, a1, a2, ...an−2, where c0 is the control bit
input and a0 to an−2 are the normal inputs. The SCRL gate outputs are defined as
o0, o1, o2, ...on−1. The outputs function can be defined as:
o0 = c0 (3.1)
oi = c0ai + c0aj (3.2)
on−1 = c0an−2 + c0a0 (3.3)
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where ai is the i
th input, aj is the j
th input, i ≤ n − 3, j = i + 1. The outputs depend
on the control input c0. When c0 = 0, the outputs are c0, a0, a1, a2...an−2. When c0 = 1,
the outputs are c0, a1, a2...an−2, a0. However, the outputs function is not unique and there
can be more than one version of the SCRL gates. The diversity of the output functions
in SCRL gate allows it to implement different functions in reversible computing. Under a
special condition where n = 3, the 3 × 3 SCRL gate is similar to Fredkin gate. However,
the 3×3 Fredkin gate is functionally limited compared to the generalized n×n SCRL gate.
3.2 SCRL Gate Implementation in Field Coupled Nanocom-
puting
QCA computing is ultra low power in nature. It is an ideal technology to implement the
SCRL gate. A QCA design of SCRL-n gate is shown in Figure 3.2. Table 3.1 is the truth
table for a 4× 4 SCRL gate. The function equations are:
o0 = c0 (3.4)
o1 = c0a0 + c0a1 (3.5)
o2 = c0a1 + c0a2 (3.6)
o3 = c0a2 + c0a0 (3.7)
If c0 = 0, the outputs are c0, a0, a1, a2. Else if c0 = 1, the outputs are c0, a1, a2, a0. This
function is called barrel rotator, which will be discussed in the next chapter. A 4× 4 SCRL
gate is shown in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 is a QCA layout of 4× 4 SCRL gate.
Table 3.1: Truth table for 4× 4 SCRL gate
c0 a0 a1 a2 o0 o1 o2 o3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Figure 3.2: QCA design of SCRL-n gate in four-phase clocking scheme
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Figure 3.3: QCA design of 4× 4 SCRL gate in four-phase clocking scheme
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C0 A0
-1.00
A1
-1.00
1.00
O1
-1.00
-1.00
1.00
O2
A2
-1.00
-1.00
O3
1.00
Inverter
Majority gate as AND gate
Majority gate as OR gate
Binary wire
Inverter chain
Crossing wire
Figure 3.4: 4× 4 SCRL gate
As it is shown, the two cells with misalignment perform as an inverter. The purple
crossing wires are majority voters as AND gates and the white ones are majority voters as
OR gates. The binary wire, inverter chain and the crossing wire are also shown in Figure
3.4. Table 3.2 is a cost analysis of the SCRL gate.
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Table 3.2: Cost analysis of the SCRL gate
3 inputs 4 inputs 5 inputs . . . n inputs
Inverters 2 3 4 . . . n− 1
Majority voters 6 9 12 . . . 3× (n− 1)
3.3 Comparison with Fredkin Gate
Fredkin gate has a limited functionality compared to the SCRL gate. Since a Fredkin
gate has 1 control signal and 2 inputs, there are always 1 control signal and 2 × n data
inputs. If n Fredkin gates are cascaded in series, the total inputs are 2n + 1. Hence, it
is not possible to implement SCRL gates of even inputs using Fredkin gates. The odd
inputs SCRL gates using Fredkin gates are also limited in functionality. They can only
swap the inputs in pairs while the proposed SCRL gate is able to swap the inputs globally.
Figure 3.5(a) shows the Fredkin gate based SCRL gate design and Figure 3.5(b) shows the
swapping operation. It can be observed that the Fredkin gate is limited to producing only
the odd inputs. Furthermore, the proposed SCRL gate is able to swap the inputs globally.
On the other hand, since cascading Fredkin gates in series will require transmitting the
control signal, it brings another problem that the operation delay can be high with large
number of inputs. However the control signal in the proposed SCRL gate does not need to
be propagated serially hence the delay will be constant. This shows that the SCRL gate is
functionally more powerful than the Fredkin gate [36].
 
(a) Fredkin based design of 5× 5 SCRL gate
 
(b) Swapping by Fredkin gate based SCRL gate
Figure 3.5: Fredkin based SCRL gate
Table 3.3 is a comparison of 5 × 5 Fredkin based SCRL gate and the proposed SCRL
gate. The proposed SCRL design reduced the total cells by 101 and reduce the area by
0.27um2. Hence the SCRL gate has benefits of implementing in QCA compared to the
Fredkin gate.
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Table 3.3: A comparison of 5× 5 Fredkin based SCRL gate and proposed SCRL gate
Fredkin Proposed
Inverters 4 4
Majority voters 12 12
Clock zones 4 4
Total cells 474 373
Area 0.75um2 0.48um2
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Chapter 4
Barrel Shifter Designs
4.1 Design Methodology of Right Rotator and Implementa-
tion in SCRL Gates
A previous irreversible right rotator design is using 2 : 1 multiplexers for switching inputs
to achieve rotation. Referring to Chapter 2.1, an SCRL gate is similar to a multiplexer and
a normal SCRL gate can rotate the inputs in a certain order with a preset outputs func-
tion. In the existing literature [17, 19, 33], barrel shifters are designed with the Fredkin and
Feynman gates. Using the Fredkin and the Feynman gates produces considerable QCA cost
(the implementation in QCA costly), the amount of garbage and ancilla bits. Since SCRL
gate can swap any of the two inputs, the reversible barrel shifter including the reversible
rotator has less QCA cost, garbage outputs, and ancilla inputs. Hence, SCRL gate is an
ideal platform to design a barrel shifter.
As discussed previously, a logical right rotator function is to right rotate the bits
depending on the control signals. Table 2.4 shows an example of an (8, 3) reversible
right rotator. For an (n, q) reversible right rotator, suppose the inputs are defined as
an−1, an−2, ......a2, a1, a0, it can be designed with q stages, where q = log2 n. For the pth
stage, with a control signal bq−p, it can do either no rotation (with control signal set to
0) or 2q−p bits rotation (with control signal set to 1). Also, define the final outputs as
Oq,n−1, Oq,n−2, ......Oq,2, Oq,1, Oq,0. Correspondingly, the pth stage will have the outputs as
Op,m, where m = 0, 1, 2......n−1. The methodology that can implement the reversible right
rotator is as follows:
1. Stage 1
For the first stage of an (n, q) right rotator, the inputs are an−1,an−2,...... a2, a1, a0,
and the outputs have the equation of:
O1,m =

b(q−1)am + b(q−1)a(m+2q−1−n) if m ≥ n− 2q−1
b(q−1)am + b(q−1)a(m+2q−1) if m < n− 2q−1
(4.1)
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where bq−1 is the control signal of the first stage, and m is the mth input or output in
this stage. If bq−1 = 0, the outputs of the first stage will keep the same as the inputs:
O1,m = am (4.2)
else if bq−1 = 1, the outputs of the first stage will rotate for 2q−1 bits to the right.
That is:
O1,m =

am+2q−1−n if m ≥ n− 2q−1
am+2q−1 if m < n− 2q−1
(4.3)
2. Stage p (1 ≤ p ≤ q)
For the pth stage of an (n, q) right rotator, the inputs are the outputs of the (p− 1)th
stage, Op−1,n−1, Op−1,n−2, ......Op−1,2, Op−1,1, Op−1,0. The outputs of the pth stage are:
Op,m =

bq−pOp−1,m + bq−pOp−1,m+2q−p−n if m ≥ n− 2q−p
bq−pOp−1,m + bq−pOp−1,m+2q−p if m < n− 2q−p
(4.4)
where bq−p is the control signal of the pth stage, and m is the mth input or output in
this stage. If bq−p = 0, the outputs of the first stage will keep the same as the inputs:
Op,m = Op−1,m (4.5)
else if bq−p = 1, the outputs of the first stage will rotate for 2q−p bits to the right.
That is:
Op,m =

Op−1,m+2q−p−n if m ≥ n− 2q−p
Op−1,m−2q−p if m < n− 2q−p
(4.6)
Then at the outputs side of the qth stage (the last stage), the final outputs Oq,n−1,
Oq,n−2, ...... Oq,2, Oq,1, Oq,0 can be rotated from 0 to n−1 bits. Using the SCRL gate, each
stage of the (n, q) reversible right rotator needs one (n + 1)× (n + 1) SCRL gate. Thus in
total, the number of n× n SCRL gates is n.
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Throughout the designs of all the 6 functions in the reversible barrel shifter, an (8, 3) logic
circuit is primarily designed, thereafter the methodology is extended to design (n, q) logic
circuit. Figure 4.1 is an example of (8, 3) reversible right rotator in 9× 9 SCRL gates. An
(8, 3) right rotator has 3 rotation stages. The first stage will either right rotate the inputs
a7, a6, a5, a4, a3, a2, a1, a0 for 4 bits with the control signal b2 = 1 or keep them unchanged
with b2 = 0. For convenience, the outputs from the first stage, which are also the inputs
of the second stage, are defined as k7, k6, k5, k4, k3, k2, k1, k0. Stage 2 will either rotate its
inputs for 2 bits with b1 = 1 or keep them unchanged with b1 = 0. The outputs from stage
2, which are also the inputs of the third stage, are defined as j7, j6, j5, j4, j3, j2, j1, j0. Stage
3 will either rotate its inputs for 1 bits with b0 = 1 or keep them unchanged with b0 = 0.
The final outputs are defined as O7, O6, O5, O4, O3, O2, O1, O0. To implement the rotation
in SCRL gates, the following equations are defined for each stage, respectively:
ki =

b2ai + b2ai−4 if i ≥ 4
b2ai + b2ai+4 if i < 4
(4.7)
ji =

b1ai + b1ai−6 if i ≥ 6
b1ai + b1ai+2 if i < 6
(4.8)
Oi =

b0ai + b0ai−7 if i ≥ 7
b0ai + b0ai+1 if i < 7
(4.9)
In this way, a reversible (8, 3) right rotator is designed using three 9 × 9 SCRL gates.
Table 4.1 shows all possible rotating bits and the corresponding states of the 3 control sig-
nals. It is interesting that the serial binary number of the control signals are corresponding
to the decimal number of the rotating bits. Compared to a previous design with Fredkin
gates and Feynman gates, [17, 19, 33] this design with SCRL gates uses less QCA gates
which considerably minimize the transmission delay. Also the SCRL design has no garbage
outputs which extremely improve the efficiency.
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Table 4.1: Rotating bits and corresponding states of control signals
b2 b1 b0 Rotating Bits
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 2
0 1 1 3
1 0 0 4
1 0 1 5
1 1 0 6
1 1 1 7
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Figure 4.1: Reversible (8, 3) SCRL right rotator
Simulations in Verilog HDL has been made to verify that the design methodology is
correct. Each simulation applies different clock cycles for different inputs with a7 having
the shortest clock cycle and a0 having the longest clock cycle so that it can clearly show
the results whether the barrel shifter operates correctly or not. In all the simulation of
reversible barrel shifter 3 bits rotation or shift operation is assumed. Figure 4.2 is the
simulation result for SCRL right rotator.
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Figure 4.2: Simulation result of SCRL right rotator
4.2 Design Methodology of Logical Right Shifter and Imple-
mentation in SCRL Gates
A logical right shifter has the function of shifting the inputs to the right for n bits and set
the leftmost n bits to 0. Table 2.4 shows an example of 3 bits logical right shifting, which
yields the outputs 0, 0, 0, a7, a6, a5, a4, a3 from a7, a6, a5, a4, a3, a2, a1, a0. Designing an (n, q)
reversible logical right shifter having the inputs of an−1, an−2, ......a2, a1, a0 requires q stages
of shifting, where q = log2 n. Each shifting stages is operating with a control signal bq−p,
where 1 ≤ p ≤ n. Thus with bq−p set to 0, the shifting mode is off so that the pth shifting
stage will not operate a logical right shift. With the control signal bq−p set to 1, the right
shifting mode is on and the pth shifting stage will operate a 2q−p bits logical right shifting.
Some existing reversible designs of logical right shifters are using Fredkin gates as reversible
multiplexers and Feynman gates as reversible data copiers. The use of Fredkin gates and
Feynman gates will produce a large numbers of garbage outputs and ancilla inputs. Since
SCRL gate can swap any of the two inputs, the reversible barrel shifter including the re-
versible logical right shifter has less QCA cost, garbage outputs, and ancilla inputs. Hence,
SCRL gate is an ideal platform to design a barrel shifter.
The difference between logical right shifter and right rotator is that a logical right shifter
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will set the leftmost shifted bits to 0 while a right rotator will not. As a result, it requires
several selecters to select an input from 0 and any other original inputs. For example, the
pth stage requires a total number of 2q−p selecters to achieve a 2q−p bits right shifting. In
this design, Fredkin gates are used to construct the selection unit so that the design will
keep reversible. Figure 4.3 is an example for an (8, 3) selection unit of logical right shifter.
 
Figure 4.3: Selection unit of an (8, 3) logical right shifter
1. Stage 1
The first stage has the inputs of a selected n bits data from 0, an−1, an−2, ......a2, a1,
and a control signal bq−1. The first stage requires a total number of 2q−1 Fred-
kin gates to select the input and 1 n × n SCRL gate. Define the final outputs as
Oq,n−1, Oq,n−2, ......Oq,2, Oq,1, Oq,0. Correspondingly, the pth stage has the outputs ex-
pressed by Op,m, where m is the m
th output of this stage. Thus for stage 1, define
the selected inputs as sn−1−2q−1 , ......s2, s1, s0. They have the following equation:
sm = bq−1am for 0 ≤ m ≤ n− 1− 2q−1 (4.10)
where bq−1 is the control bit for all the Fredkin gate. When bq−1 is set to 0, sm = am
, the actual inputs will keep unchanged as the primary inputs an−1, an−2, ......a2, a1.
If bq−1 is set to 1, then sm = 0, it allows this SCRL design of logical right shifter
to set the leftmost shifted bits as 0. Then the actual inputs are sn−1−2q−1 , ......
s2, s1, s0, an−1, an−2, ......an−2q−1 . The outputs have the following equation:
O1,m =

bq−1am + bq−1sm+2q−1−n if m ≥ n− 2q−1
bq−1sm + bq−1am+2q−1 if m < n− 2q−1
(4.11)
where bq−1 is the control signal of the first stage, and m is the mth input or output in
this stage. If bq−1 = 0, the outputs of the first stage will keep the same as the inputs:
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O1,m =

am if m ≥ n− 2q−1
sm if m < n− 2q−1
(4.12)
else if bq−1 = 1, the outputs of the first stage will rotate for 2q−1 bits to the right.
That is:
O1,m =

sm+2q−1−n if m ≥ n− 2q−1
am+2q−1 if m < n− 2q−1
(4.13)
2. Stage p (1 ≤ p ≤ q)
At the pth stage of an SCRL logical right shifter, the primary inputs are Op−1,n−1,
Op−1,n−2, ...... Op−1,2, Op−1,1, Op−1,0, which are from the previous stage. The pth stage
requires the total number of 2q−p Fredkin gates as selecters, allowing the stage to select
the actual inputs from 0 and the rightmost 2q−p primary inputs, Op−1,2q−p−1, Op−1,2q−p−2,
...... Op−1,2, Op−1,1, Op−1,0. Now define the selected inputs as s2q−p−1, s2q−p−2, ......s2, s1, s0.
The selected inputs have the following equation:
sm = bq−pOp−1,m for 0 ≤ m ≤ n− 1− 2q−p (4.14)
When bq−p is set to 0, sm = Op−1,m , the actual inputs will keep unchanged as
the primary inputs Op−1,n−1, Op−1,n−2, ...... Op−1,2, Op−1,1, Op−1,0. If bq−p is set
to 1, then sm = 0, it allows this SCRL design of logical right shifter to set the
leftmost shifted bits as 0. Then the actual inputs are sn−1−2q−p , ...... s2, s1, s0,
Op−1,n−1, Op−1,n−2, ......Op−1,n−2q−p . Then the outputs equation is as the following:
Op,m =

bq−pOp−1,m + bq−psm+2q−p−n if m ≥ n− 2q−p
bq−psm + bq−pOp−1,m+2q−p if m < n− 2q−p
(4.15)
where bq−p is the control signal of the pth stage, and m is the mth input or output in
this stage. If bq−p = 0, the outputs of the pth stage will keep the same as the inputs:
Op,m =

Op−1,m if m ≥ n− 2q−p
sm if m < n− 2q−p
(4.16)
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else if bq−p = 1, the outputs of the pth stage will rotate for 2q−p bits to the right. That
is:
Op,m =

sm+2q−p−n if m ≥ n− 2q−p
Op−1,m+2q−p if m < n− 2q−p
(4.17)
Therefore, at the final outputs side of the logical right shifter, the primary inputs can be
right shifted from 0 to n− 1 bits according to the different settings of the control bits bm.
In SCRL design of an (n, q) logical right shifters, it requires q SCRL gates, n − 1 Fredkin
gates. As it is shown in Figure 4.4, an (8, 3) logical right shifter has 3 shifting stages
with the primary inputs as a7, a6, a5, a4, a3, a2, a1, a0. The corresponding final outputs are
O7, O6, O5, O4, O3, O2, O1, O0. To simplify the design, define the outputs for the first stage
as k7, k6, k5, k4, k3, k2, k1, k0, define the outputs for stage 2 as j7, j6, j5, j4, j3, j2, j1, j0. And
to separate the selected inputs from each stage, define the selected input for stage 1 as
s3, s2, s1, s0, the selected inputs for stage 2 as x1, x0, the selected inputs for stage 3 as y0.
The selected inputs are selected by the following equtions:
sm = b2am for 0 ≤ m ≤ 3 (4.18)
xm = b1km for 0 ≤ m ≤ 1 (4.19)
ym = b0jm for m = 0 (4.20)
The first stage will either right shift the actual inputs a7, a6, a5, s4, s3, s2, s1, s0 for 4 bits
with the control signal b2 = 1 or keep them unchanged with b2 = 0. Stage 2 will either
right shift its inputs for 2 bits with b1 = 1 or keep them unchanged with b1 = 0. Stage 3
will either right shift its inputs for 1 bits with b0 = 1 or keep them unchanged with b0 = 0.
For each stage, the outputs are shown in the following equations:
ki =

b2ai + b2si−4 if i ≥ 4
b2si + b2ai+4 if i < 4
(4.21)
ji =

b1ai + b1xi−6 if i ≥ 6
b1xi + b1ai+2 if i < 6
(4.22)
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Oi =

b0ai + b0yi−7 if i ≥ 7
b0yi + b0ai+1 if i < 7
(4.23)
In this way, a reversible (8, 3) logical right shifter can be worked out using 3 SCRL
gates and 7 Fredkin gates. The use of 7 Fredkin gates produces 7 garbage outputs in this
reversible logical right shifter design, which has reduced much more garbage outputs than
the reversible designs in existing literature. Also, the operation delay is optimized since this
design use less 2 × 2 logic gates. Table 4.2 shows the possible right shift operations with
the different control signal values. And Figure 4.5 is the simulation result of SCRL logical
right shifter.
Table 4.2: Shifting bits and corresponding states of control signals
b2 b1 b0 Shifting Bits
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 2
0 1 1 3
1 0 0 4
1 0 1 5
1 1 0 6
1 1 1 7
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 2 
a7 a6 a5 a4 s3 s2 s1 s0 
 a7+b2s3  a6+b2s2  a5+b2s1  a4+b2s0  s3+b2a7  s2+b2a6  s1+b2a5  s0+b2a4 
SCRL-8 
FR b2 
a3 0 
FR 
a2 0 
FR 
a1 0 
FR 
a0 0 
1 
k7 k6 k5 k4 k3 k2 x1 x0 
 k7+b1x1  k6+b1x0  k5+b1k7  k4+b1k6  k3+b1k5  k2+b1k4  x1+b1k3  x0+b1k2 
SCRL-8 
FR b1 
k1 0 
FR 
k0 0 
0 
j7 j6 j5 j4 j3 j2 j1 y0 
 j7+b0y0  j6+b0j7  j5+b0j6  j4+b0j5  j3+b0j4  j2+b0j3  j1+b0j2  j0+b0j1 
SCRL-8 
FR b0 
j0 0 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G G G G
G G
G
Figure 4.4: (8, 3) SCRL logical right shifter (FR: Frdkin gate, G: garbage outputs)
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Figure 4.5: Simulation result of SCRL logical right shifter
4.3 Design Methodology of Arithmetic Right Shifter and In-
plementation in SCRL Gates
An arithmetic right shifter has the function to shift the inputs to the right for n bits and
always keep the leftmost n bits as same as the sign bit an−1. Table 2.4 shows an example
of 3 bits arithmetic right shifting, it changes the inputs a7, a6, a5, a4, a3, a2, a1, a0 into the
outputs a7, a7, a7, a7, a6, a5, a4, a3. In order to design an (n, q) reversible arithmetic right
shifter with the initial inputs as an−1, an−2,...... a2, a1, a0 in SCRL gates. It requires q stages
of shifting operations, where q = log2 n. Each one of the q shifting stages is operating with
a control signal bq−p, where p is the pth stage, p = 1, 2......q. Thus with bq−p set to 0, the
shifting mode is off so that the pth shifting stage will not shift the inputs data. With the
control signal bq−p set to 1, the right shifting mode is excited and now the pth shifting stage
will operate a 2q−p bits right shifting. Different form the logical right shifter, the arithmetic
right shifter always keep the leftmost shifting bits as same as the sign bit an−1 instead of
0. Therefore, in the SCRL design of the arithmetic right shifter, the main difference from
the logical right shifter is that the arithmetic right shifter will use Fredkin gates to select
from an inputs ofan−1 and the remaining initial inputs, while the logical shifter selects from
0 and the initial inputs. Another difference is that in the design of the SCRL arithmetic
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right shifter, there will be a certain number of Feynman gates used in each stage to copy
the sign bit an−1. Since Feynman gates do not have any garbage outputs, the amount of
garbage outputs is the same in reversible SCRL logical right shifter. Figure 4.6 shows the
operation of the copy and selection of the first stage in an (8, 3) arithmetic right shifter.
As discussed in Chapter 2, when input B of a Feynman gate is at 0, this Feynman gate
performs as a copier. The two outputs of this Feynman gate are both the same as the first
input. The copy-selection unit shown in Figure 4.6 uses the Feynman gates to achieve the
copy function and then pass the copied sign bit to the Fredkin gate to be selected from.
The rightmost output of the Feynman gate is not in use in as shown, but actually it will
be used in the next stage. The selection part of the arithmetic right shifter will either pass
the sign bit (when the control signal is at 1) or the initial inputs (when the control bit is
at 0) to the shifting operation unit.
 
Figure 4.6: Example of copy-selection unit (FE: Feynman gate, FR: Fredkin gate, G: garbage
outputs)
The previous reversible design in [19] is using all Fredkin gates and Feynman gates.
This will produce a large numbers of garbage outputs. A number of n garbage outputs
will be yielded for each stage. From another point of view, the two-bits-in-a-group way of
switching data requires much more time passing the control signals. In this design using
less Fredkin gates and Feynman gates, a great improvement in reducing garbage outputs
and minimizing operation delay can be achieved.
1. Stage 1
As usual, define the initial inputs of the first stage of an arithmetic right shifter as
an−1, an−2,...... a2, a1, a0 with a control signal bq−1. Since there are 2q−1 selected
inputs in the first stage, then define the selected inputs as sn−1−2q−1 , ...... s2, s1, s0.
Hence, to select the 2q−1 bits of inputs, a total number of 2q−1 Fredkin gates are
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required. And to make copies of the sign bit an−1 for the Fredkin gates, a total
number of 2q−1 Feynman gates are also required. If the final outpus are defined
as Oq,n−1, Oq,n−2, ...... Oq,2, Oq,1, Oq,0, correspondingly, the pth stage will have the
outputs expressed by Op,m, where 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1. For bq−1 = 0, the selection unit
will select a serial inputs of an−1−2q−1 , ...... a2, a1, a0, and the shifting unit will not
be exited thus the first stage of the arithmetic right shifter will not perform shifts.
For bq−1 = 1, the selection unit will select a serial inputs of sn−1−2q−1 , ...... s2, s1, s0,
and the shifting unit is turned on to make a 2q−1 bits right shift. In this way, the
arithmetic right shifter performs an arithmetic right shift. The selection inputs have
the following equation:
sm = bq−1am + bq−1an−1 for 0 ≤ m ≤ n− 1− 2q−1 (4.24)
When bq−1 is set to 0, sm = am , the actual inputs will keep unchanged as the primary
inputs an−1, an−2, ...... a2, a1. If bq−1 is set to 1, then sm = an−1, it allows this SCRL
design of logical right shifter to set the leftmost shifted bits as the sign bit an−1. Then
the actual inputs are sn−1−2q−1 , ...... s2, s1, s0, an−1, an−2, ...... an−2q−1 . The outputs
have the following equation:
O1,m =

bq−1am + bq−1sm+2q−1−n if m ≥ n− 2q−1
bq−1sm + bq−1am+2q−1 if m < n− 2q−1
(4.25)
If bq−1 = 0, the outputs of the first stage will keep the same as the inputs:
O1,m =

am if m ≥ n− 2q−1
sm if m < n− 2q−1
(4.26)
else if bq−1 = 1, the outputs of the first stage will rotate for 2q−1 bits to the right.
That is:
O1,m =

sm+2q−1−n if m ≥ n− 2q−1
am+2q−1 if m < n− 2q−1
(4.27)
2. Stage p (1 ≤ p ≤ q)
At the pth stage of an SCRL logical right shifter, the initial inputs are the outputs
from the previous stage Op−1,n−1, Op−1,n−2, ...... Op−1,2, Op−1,1, Op−1,0. The pth stage
requires the total number of 2q−p Fredkin gates as selecters, and 2q−p Feynman gates
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to achieve the function to select the actual inputs from the sign bit an−1 and the
rightmost 2q−p initial inputs, Op−1,2q−p−1, Op−1,2q−p−2, ...... Op−1,2, Op−1,1, Op−1,0.
If the selected inputs are defined as s2q−p−1, s2q−p−2, ...... s2, s1, s0, they have the
following equation:
sm = bq−pOp−1,m + bq−pan−1 for 0 ≤ m ≤ n− 1− 2q−p (4.28)
When bq−p is set to 0, sm = Op−1,m , the actual inputs will keep unchanged as
the primary inputs Op−1,n−1, Op−1,n−2, ...... Op−1,2, Op−1,1. If bq−p is set to 1, then
sm = an−1. Therefore the leftmost shifted bits can be set to either the initial in-
puts or the sign bit an−1. Then the actual inputs are sn−1−2q−p , ...... s2, s1, s0,
Op−1,n−1, Op−1,n−2, ......Op−1,n−2q−p . The outputs equation can be expressed as the
following:
Op,m =

bq−pOp−1,m + bq−psm+2q−p−n if m ≥ n− 2q−p
bq−psm + bq−pOp−1,m+2q−p if m < n− 2q−p
(4.29)
If bq−p = 0, the outputs of the pth stage will keep the same as the inputs:
Op,m =

Op−1,m if m ≥ n− 2q−p
sm if m < n− 2q−p
(4.30)
else if bq−p = 1, the outputs of the pth stage will right shift for 2q−p bits to the right.
That is:
Op,m =

sm+2q−p−n if m ≥ n− 2q−p
Op−1,m+2q−p if m < n− 2q−p
(4.31)
As a result, at the final outputs side of the arithmetic right shifter, the initial inputs can
be right shifted from 0 to n − 1 bits according to the different settings of the control
bits bm. It is also mentioned in the previous section that if considering all the different
states of the combinations of the control bits as binary numbers, the corresponding decimal
numbers are the right shifting bits from 0 to n− 1. In SCRL design of an (n, q) arithmetic
right shifters, it requires q SCRL gates, n − 1 Fredkin gates and n − 1 Feynman gates.
To make it intuitional, a design of (8, 3) SCRL-based arithmetic right shifter is shown in
Figure 4.7. It has 3 shifting stages with the initial inputs as a7, a6, a5, a4, a3, a2, a1, a0. The
corresponding final outputs are O7, O6, O5, O4, O3, O2, O1, O0. To simplify the expressions,
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define the outputs for the first stage as k7, k6, k5, k4, k3, k2, k1, k0, and define the outputs
for stage 2 as j7, j6, j5, j4, j3, j2, j1, j0. And also to separate the selected inputs from each
stage, define the selected input for stage 1 as s3, s2, s1, s0, the selected inputs for stage 2 as
x1, x0, the selected inputs for stage 3 as y0. The selected inputs are selected by the following
equations:
sm = b2am + b2a7 for 0 ≤ m ≤ 3 (4.32)
xm = b1km + b1a7 for 0 ≤ m ≤ 1 (4.33)
ym = b0jm + b0a7 for m = 0 (4.34)
The first stage shift unit will either right shift the actual inputs a7, a6, a5, s4, s3, s2, s1, s0
for 4 bits with the control signal b2 = 1 while it keeps the leftmost 4 bits of outputs as same
as the sign bit a7 or keep them unchanged with b2 = 0. The shift unit of stage 2 will either
right shift its inputs for 2 bits with b1 = 1 while it keeps the left most 2 bits of outputs as
same as the sign bit a7 or keep them unchanged with b1 = 0. At last the shift unit of stage
3 will either right shift its inputs for 1 bits with b0 = 1 while it keeps the leftmost 1 bit of
output as same as the sign bit a7 or keep them unchanged with b0 = 0. For each stage, the
outputs are shown in the following equations:
ki =

b2ai + b2si−4 if i ≥ 4
b2si + b2ai+4 if i < 4
(4.35)
ji =

b1ai + b1xi−6 if i ≥ 6
b1xi + b1ai+2 if i < 6
(4.36)
Oi =

b0ai + b0yi−7 if i ≥ 7
b0yi + b0ai+1 if i < 7
(4.37)
Thus, a reversible (8, 3) arithmetic right shifter function is achieved. As it is shown
in Figure 4.7, this design totally yields 7 garbage outputs, which has reduced much more
garbage outputs than the previous reversible designs. This design applies 7 Fredkin gates
and 7 Feynman gates in total. The reduced requirement of the 2 : 2 logic gates also
contributes to the optimization of the operation delay. Table 4.3 shows the possible right
shift operations and the different combinations of the control signals. And Figure 4.8 is the
simulation result of SCRL arithmetic right shifter.
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Table 4.3: Possible operations
b2 b1 b0 Shifting Bits
0 0 0 a7, a6, a5, a4, a3, a2, a1, a0
0 0 1 a7, a7, a6, a5, a4, a3, a2, a1
0 1 0 a7, a7, a7, a6, a5, a4, a3, a2
0 1 1 a7, a7, a7, a7, a6, a5, a4, a3
1 0 0 a7, a7, a7, a7, a7, a6, a5, a4
1 0 1 a7, a7, a7, a7, a7, a7, a6, a5
1 1 0 a7, a7, a7, a7, a7, a7, a7, a6
1 1 1 a7, a7, a7, a7, a7, a7, a7, a7
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Figure 4.7: (8, 3) SCRL arithmetic right shifter (FR: Frdkin gate, FE: Feynman gate, G:
garbage outputs)
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Figure 4.8: Simulation result of SCRL arithmetic right shifter
4.4 Design Methodology of Universal Right Shifter and Im-
plementation in SCRL Gates
Looking back to the previous three sections of the final implementations, it is not difficult
to find out that there are similarities in the designs. The rotation or shift units are very
similar to each other. A universal right shifter combines the similarities and develop another
function unit to achieve the three different functions: right rotation, logical right shift and
arithmetic right shift. The operations are shown in Table 2.4. The new function unit
is capable to deal command to make a decision to complete a right rotation or a logical
right shift or an arithmetic right shift. Thus it requires some Fredkin gates to achieve the
selection function, and some Feynman gates to copy the selected outputs to transmit to the
shifting units. Similarly to the previous designs, for an (n, q) universal right shifter, there
are 2q−1 shifting stages of the shifting unit. In Stage 1, the rightmost 2q−1 bits of inputs are
involved in the selection unit and the same bits of inputs may be shifted after the selection.
Different form the previous selection units of the logical right shifter and the arithmetic
right shifter, the selection unit of the universal right shifter will select the inputs for two
times, first select from 0 and the sign bit an−1 to decide whether the universal right shifter
is a logical right shifter (select 0 as the inputs) or an arithmetic right shifter (select an−1 as
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the inputs). Then in the next selection, the selection unit will select from the initial inputs
a2q−1−1, a2q−1−2, ......a2, a1, a0 and the outputs of the previous selection. Then as a result
the selection unit is functioned to complete a selection from the three different functions,
right rotation, logical right shift and arithmetic right shift. The control signals c0, bq−1 are
responsible for selecting the operations. c0 controls the selection from logical right shift
and arithmetic shift while tq−1 controls the selection of the right rotation and the previous
selected function. Table 4.4 shows the different operations selected by the different states
of the two control signals above.
Table 4.4: Different operations of universal right shifter
c0 tq−1 Operations
0 0 Right rotation
0 1 Arithmetic
1 0 Right rotation
1 1 Logical right shift
1. Selection unit
There are two parts of the selection unit. The first part is responsible for selecting
from the sign bit an−1 and 0 so that the logic circuit is capable to select an operation
of logical right shift or an arithmetic right shift. Define the output of the first part of
the selection unit as F , it has the following equation:
F = c0an−1 (4.38)
in this way the Fredkin gate selects the input an−1 when c0 = 1 so that the first part of
the selection unit selects the operation mode of arithmetic right shift. In another way,
the Fredkin gate selects the input 0 when c0 = 0, so that the logic circuit selects the
operation mode of logical right shift. Then the second selection part of the selection
unit will select from the initial inputs a2q−1−1, a2q−1−2, ......a2, a1, a0 and the primarily
selected input F . It requires 2q−1 Feynman gates to make copies of F for the second
selection part of the unit. The final selected inputs s2q−1−1, s2q−1−2, ...... s2, s1, s0 are
selected by:
sm = tq−1am + tq−1F for m = 0, 1, 2, ......2q−1 − 1 (4.39)
When tq−1 = 0, the selection unit selects the inputs as it is selected in by the first
Fredkin gate so that the logic circuit performs as either a logical right shifter or an
arithmetic right shifter depending on the value of F . When tq−1 = 1, the selection unit
selects the inputs as the initial inputs so that the logic circuit performs an operation
of a right rotator. To make a more visualized explanation, an example for a selection
unit of an (8, 3) universal right shifter is shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Selection unit of (8, 3) universal right shifter (FR: Fredkin gate, FE: Feynman
gate, G: Garbage outputs)
F is the output of the first Fredkin gate. It has the equation as:
F = c0a7 (4.40)
For c0 = 0, F = 0, the first Fredkin gate selects the input 0 and for c0 = 1, F = a7,
the first Fredkin gate selects the input a7, which is the sign bit. Therefore, the first
selection process of the selection unit achieved the function to make a selection from
logical right shift or arithmetic right shift. Then the selected input F is propagated
to the next Feynman gate, this Feynman gate together with the other three Feynman
gates yields a total number of 5 copies of F . Four out of them will be used in the next
progress of the selection unit to complete the overall selection of the three operations
and the other one will be used for the next stage selection. The second progress of the
selection unit will select the inputs from F and the initial inputs a3, a2, a1, a0. The
final selected inputs are defined as s3, s2, s1, s0. For m = 0, 1, 2, 3 the final selected
inputs have the following equation:
sm = t2am + t2F (4.41)
Thus for t2 = 0, sm = F , the selection unit then selects either the logical right shift
or the arithmetic right shift depending on the the value of F . For t2 = 1, sm = am,
then the selection unit selects the operation of right rotation.
2. Stage 1
For the first stage, the inputs are the selected inputs by the selection unit an−1, an−2,
...... a2q−1 , s2q−1−1, s2q−1−2, ...... s2, s1, s0. The outputs of the first stage are defined
as O1,m:
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O1,m =

bq−1am + bq−1sm+2q−1−n if m ≥ 2q−1 − 1
bq−1sm + bq−1am+2q−1 if m < 2q−1 − 1
(4.42)
bq−1 is the control signal of the first stage. The outputs are:
O1,m =

am if m ≥ n− 2q−1
sm if m < n− 2q−1
(4.43)
If bq−1 = 0. Else if bq−1 = 1, the outputs of the first stage will rotate for 2q−1 bits to
the right. That is:
O1,m =

sm+2q−1−n if m ≥ 2q−1 − 1
am+2q−1 if m < 2
q−1 − 1
(4.44)
3. Stage p (1 ≤ p ≤ q)
For the pth stage of the design of a universal right shifter, the initial inputs are the
outputs from the previous stage Op−1,n−1, Op−1,n−2, ...... Op−1,2, Op−1,1, Op−1,0. Since
the primarily selected input F can be applied as a global variable and can be copied
by Feynman gates, the pth stage does not require a double selection unit as the first
stage. The selection unit of the pth stage (p 6= 1) will only select from F and the inputs
Om, where 0 ≤ m ≤ n− 2q−p. It requires 2q−p Fredkin gates and 2q−p Feynman gates
to achieve the selection. The selected inputs are defined as s2q−p−1, s2q−p−2, ......
s2, s1, s0:
sm = tq−pOp−1,m + tq−pF for 0 ≤ m ≤ n− 1− 2q−p (4.45)
When tq−p is set to 0, sm = Op−1,m , the actual inputs will keep unchanged as the
previous outputs Op−1,n−1, Op−1,n−2, ...... Op−1,2, Op−1,1. If tq−p is set to 1, then
sm = F . So that there are three possibilities for the leftmost 2
q−p bits: 0, an−1,
Op−1,m. The outputs are defined as:
Op,m =

bq−pOp−1,m + bq−psm+2q−p−n if m ≥ n− 2q−p
bq−psm + bq−pOp−1,m+2q−p if m < n− 2q−p
(4.46)
If bq−p = 0, the outputs of the pth stage will keep the same as the inputs:
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Op,m =

Op−1,m if m ≥ n− 2q−p
sm if m < n− 2q−p
(4.47)
else if bq−p = 1, the outputs of the pth stage will right shift for 2q−p bits to the right.
That is:
Op,m =

sm+2q−p−n if m ≥ n− 2q−p
Op−1,m+2q−p if m < n− 2q−p
(4.48)
Thus at the final outputs side, as it is shown in Table 4.4, the three different operations
can be realized. And for different states of the control signals fro each stage, the universal
right shifter can complete the three operations for any bits from 0 to n − 1 according to
the different settings of all the control signals. To make it visualized, a design of (8, 3)
SCRL-based universal right shifter is shown in Figure 4.10. It has 3 shifting or rotating
stages with the initial inputs as a7, a6, a5, a4, a3, a2, a1, a0. The corresponding final outputs
are O7, O6, O5, O4, O3, O2, O1, O0. To simplify the expressions and equations, the outputs
for the first stage are defined as k7, k6, k5, k4, k3, k2, k1, k0, and the outputs for stage 2 are
defined as j7, j6, j5, j4, j3, j2, j1, j0. And also to separate the selected inputs from each stage,
define the selected input for stage 1 as s3, s2, s1, s0, the selected inputs for stage 2 as x1, x0,
the selected inputs for stage 3 as y0. The selected inputs are selected by the following
equations:
si = t2ai + t2F for 0 ≤ m ≤ 3 (4.49)
xm = t1km + t1F for 0 ≤ m ≤ 1 (4.50)
ym = t0jm + t0F for m = 0 (4.51)
The first stage shift unit will either right shift the initial inputs a7, a6, a5, s4, s3, s2, s1, s0
for 4 bits with the control signal b2 = 1 or keep them unchanged with b2 = 0. The shift unit
of stage 2 will either right shift its inputs for 2 bits with b1 = 1 or keep them unchanged
with b1 = 0. At last the shift unit of stage 3 will either right shift its inputs for 1 bits with
b0 = 1 or keep them unchanged with b0 = 0. For each stage, the outputs are defined as:
ki =

b2ai + b2si−4 if i ≥ 4
b2si + b2ai+4 if i < 4
(4.52)
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ji =

b1ai + b1xi−6 if i ≥ 6
b1xi + b1ai+2 if i < 6
(4.53)
Oi =

b0ai + b0yi−7 if i ≥ 7
b0yi + b0ai+1 if i < 7
(4.54)
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Figure 4.10: An SCRL (8, 3) universal right shifter (FR: Fredkin gate, FE: Feynman gate,
G: garbage outputs)
Table 4.5 is a list of all possible bits data movement of three different operations.
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Table 4.5: Operations of all possible bits in (8, 3) universal right shifter
t2 t1 t0 c0 b2 b1 b0 Operations
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 bit arithmetic right shift
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 bit arithmetic right shift
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 bit arithmetic right shift
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 3 bit arithmetic right shift
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 bit arithmetic right shift
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 5 bit arithmetic right shift
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 6 bit arithmetic right shift
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 7 bit arithmetic right shift
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 bit logical right shift
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 bit logical right shift
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 bit logical right shift
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 3 bit logical right shift
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 bit logical right shift
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 5 bit logical right shift
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 6 bit logical right shift
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 bit logical right shift
0 0 0 / 0 0 0 0 bit right rotation
0 0 0 / 0 0 1 1 bit right rotation
0 0 0 / 0 1 0 2 bit right rotation
0 0 0 / 0 1 1 3 bit right rotation
0 0 0 / 1 0 0 4 bit right rotation
0 0 0 / 1 0 1 5 bit right rotation
0 0 0 / 1 1 0 6 bit right rotation
0 0 0 / 1 1 1 7 bit right rotation
Thus if the control signal c0 = 0, t2+ t1+ t0 6= 0 the universal performs as an arithmetic
right shifter and if c0 = 1, t2 + t1 + t0 6= 0 it performs as a logical right shifter. If
t2 + t1 + t0 = 0, no matter what state c0 is at, the universal right shifter will perform as a
right rotator. And Figure 4.11 is the simulation result of SCRL universal right shifter.
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Figure 4.11: Simulation result of SCRL universal right shifter
4.5 Design Methodology of Universal Bidirectional Shifter
and Implementation in SCRL Gates
In the previous sections, the involved designs are exclusively right directional. Recall that
in Table 2.4, left directional operations are also mentioned. However, the only difference
between the two directional rotators is the operating direction. And there is the same
difference between the two directional operations of logical shifter. For the arithmetic right
shifter and the arithmetic left shifter, there is another difference other than the shifting
direction. The left shifted bits of data are replaced by 0 while the leftmost bit is kept as the
sign bit. Designing a logic circuit that is capable of operating all the 6 functions in Table
2.4 is another goal of this thesis. The main purpose is to design a unit that can realize a
order reverse operation. Thinking that if the order of the initial inputs are reversed and
then reversed back after the right directional operation unit, the final output will be just the
same as the ones of left directional operation except the arithmetic shift. It is not difficult to
find out that ignoring the first bit of data, the arithmetic left shifter is operating an logical
left shifter. So that it is executable to include the bidirectional arithmetic shifter in the
double-reverse design universal shifter by adding another Fredkin gate to the second reverse
operation to make a selection from the sign bit an−1 and the output of the last function
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operation stage f0. Figure 4.12 is an example for a reverse unit of a universal shifter.
 
z
Figure 4.12: Reverse unit
The variable r is the control signal of the reverse unit. Suppose the inputs to the
reverse unit are an−1, an−2, an−3, ...... a2, a1, a0, with the control signal r = 1, the first
reverse operation will reverse them into the order of a0, a1, a2, ...... an−3, an−2, an−1 and the
second reverse operation will reverse the data from the last operation stage fn−1, fn−2, fn−3,
...... f2, f1, f0 to f0, f1, f2, ...... fn−3, fn−2, fn−1. With r = 0, the reverse unit will not
operate reverse function. Thus the logic circuit is enabled to make bidirectional operations.
When r = 1, it performs a left operation and when r = 0, it performs a right operation.
Table 4.6 is a list of the different operations with different states of the control signals.
T = tq−1 + tq−2 + ... + t1 + t0.
Table 4.6: Operations of the universal bidirectional shifter
z r T c0 Operations
0 0 0 0 Right rotation
0 0 0 1 Right rotation
0 0 1 0 Arithmetic right shift
0 0 1 1 Logical right shift
0 1 0 0 Left rotation
0 1 0 1 Left rotation
0 1 1 1 Logical left shift
1 1 1 1 Arithmetic left shift
The control signal z is a switch to turn on the arithmetic left shift mode. It always work
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at with r = 1, t2 + t1 + t0 = 1, c0 = 1, which is a logical right shift in the previous function
operation.
1. Right rotation
When the control bits are at the state of all 0s, the control signal r will not turn
the reverse unit on, so that the logic circuit is a right directional operator. And
then the selection unit selects a operation of right rotator with T = 0. The contol
signals will always select the initial inputs. As a result, the universal bidirectional
shifter performs right rotate operation. Suppose there is a serial inputs an−1, an−2,
...... a2, a1, a0. After the first part of the reverse unit, this serial inputs will keep
unchanged since the reverse unit is off (r = 0). The selection unit selects an operation
of right rotation, so that for each stage, the inputs will always be the same as the
outputs from the upper stage. The rotating bit is controlled by bq−1, which is discussed
in the previous designs.
2. Arithmetic right shift
While T = 1, T = tq−1+ tq−2+ ...+ t1+ t0, it means that at least one of tq−1, tq−2, .....
t1, t0 is set to 1. So that at least one of the shifting stages will have the input from
the first Fredkin gate which select the input form 0 and the sign bit an−1. Then with
c0 = 0, the first Fredkin gate in the selection unit selects the input as the sign bit
an−1. Thus the universal bidirectional shifter performs as an arithmetic right shifter.
3. Logical right shit
As it is mentioned previously, when T = 1, at least one of the shifting stages will
obtain the input from the first Fredkin gate which will be either 0 or an−1. At c0 = 1,
the first selection part of the selection unit will select 0 as the input. Then controlled
by bq−1, at least one of the shifting operation stage will have a certain number of
inputs as 0. Therefore, the universal bidirectional shifter performs as a logical right
shifter.
4. Left rotation
To make a left rotation, it is required that r = 1 so that the reverse unit is turn on
to make a left directional rotation. If the initial inputs are an−1, an−2, ...... a2, a1, a0,
after the first part of the reverse unit, they are reversed to a0, a1, a2, ...... an−2, an−1.
Suppose that the logic circuit will perform a 2 bits left rotation, then after the oper-
ation unit, the outputs are an−2, an−1, a0, a1, ...... an−4, an−3. After reversed by the
second part of the reverse unit, the final outputs are an−3, an−4, ...... a1, a0, an−2, an−1.
Thus the circuit operates a 2 bits left rotation.
5. Logical left shift
For a logical left shift, the direction control signal is required to be set to 1. Similarly
to left rotation, the operation unit should perform a logical right shift so that T = 1
and c0 = 1. For the same inputs as left rotation, suppose the logic circuit is going
to perform a 2 bits logical left shift, they are reversed by the first part of the reverse
unit. The operation unit yields the outputs as 0, 0, a0, a1, ...... an−4, an−3. At last the
reverse unit yields the final outputs as an−3, an−4, ...... a1, a0, 0, 0. The logic circuit
then realizes an operation of 2 bits logical left shift.
6. Arithmetic left shift
Arithmetic left shift is different from left rotation and logical left shift. The operation
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unit is not an arithmetic right shifter but a logical right shifter so that there are
0s yielded from the operation unit. For an arithmetic left shift, control signal z is
required to be set to 1 so that at prior to the last reverse, the Fredkin gate selects the
fist last bit, which will be reversed to the first after the reverse, as the sign bit an−1.
Again, suppose the logic circuit is going to perform a 2 bits arithmetic left shift with
the same inputs, after reversed by the first part of the reverse unit, the operation unit
performs a logical right shift and yields the outputs as 0, 0, a0, a1, ...... an−4, an−3.
Then the z controlled Fredkin gate selects the last bits as an−1. After the second
reverse, the final outputs are an−1, an−4, an−5, ...... a1, a0, 0, 0. Thus the universal
bidirectional shifter realizes a 2 bits arithmetic left shift.
Figure 4.13 is an example of an (8, 3) universal bidirectional shifter. The initial inputs are
i7, i6, i5, i4, i3, i2, i1, i0. The first reverse yields a7, a6, a5, a4, a3, a2, a1, a0. And the operation
unit yields f7, f6, f5, f4, f3, f2, f1, f0. The z controlled Fredkin yields h. And Figure 4.14 is
the simulation result of SCRL universal bidirectional shifter.
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Figure 4.13: An (8, 3) universal bidirectional shifter (FR: Fredkin gate, FE: Feynman gate,
G:garbage outputs)
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Figure 4.14: Simulation result of SCRL universal bidirectional shifter
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Chapter 5
Evaluations
In this thesis, we have evaluated the proposed designs of the SCRL-based reversible barrel
shifter in terms of the amount of garbage and ancilla bits and the qca cost.
5.1 Garbage Outputs
Garbage outputs is one of primary metric that needs to be optimized when designing the
reversible logic circuits. Garbage outputs are the outputs that are needed for reversibility
but are not responsible for any useful operations.
5.1.1 Garbage Outputs in SCRL Reversible Right Rotator
As it is shown in Figure 4.1, the SCRL-based reversible right rotator do not yield any
garbage outputs. Hence, the SCRL reversible right rotator is a circuit that is free of garbage
outputs. To the best of our knowledge, the existing design in [33] is the most efficient design
of reversible right rotator. Hence, we have compared our proposed SCRL-based right rotator
with the design in [33]. Figure 5.1 plots of the number of the garbage outputs in [33].
Table 5.1 is a comparison of the garbage outputs between the SCRL-based design of
reversible right rotator and the existing design in [33].
Table 5.1: Garbage outputs in right rotators
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 6) . . . (n, q)
SCRL design 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
Shamsujjoha design 2 3 4 5 6 . . . q
Improvement ratio S% 100 100 100 100 100 . . . N/A
Improvement ratio S% is the improvement ratio compared to Shamsujjoha design [33].
The comparison results shows that the proposed SCRL-based design of right rotator is
a great improvement compared to the design in [33].
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Figure 5.1: Garbage outputs in reversible right rotators
5.1.2 Garbage Outputs in SCRL Reversible Logical Right shifter
As mentioned in the design methodology of the SCRL-based reversible logical right shifter,
for the pth of an (n, q) circuit, a number of 2q−p Fredkin gates are required to form the
selection unit and each Fredkin gate will produce one garbage output. We have compared
the proposed SCRL-based reversible logical right shifter with the existing reversible designs
in [19, 33]. Table 5.2 is a comparison of the garbage outputs of different designs, SCRL
design, Kotiyal design and Shamsujjoha design [19, 33].
Table 5.2: Garbage outputs in logical right shifters
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 6) . . . (n, q)
SCRL design 3 7 15 31 63 . . . n-1
Kotiyal design 10 27 68 165 390 . . . (n + 1)× q
Shamsujjoha design 8 24 64 160 384 . . . n× q
Improvement ratio K% 70.00 74.07 77.94 81.12 83.84 . . . N/A
Improvement ratio S% 62.50 70.83 76.56 80.62 83.59 . . . N/A
Figure 5.2 is a chart that shows the increasing trend of garbage outputs as n, q increases.
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Figure 5.2: Garbage outputs in reversible logical right shifters
5.1.3 Garbage Outputs in SCRL Reversible Arithmetic Right Shifter
The SCRL-based design of reversible arithmetic right shifter requires the same number
of Fredkin gates as the logical right shifter. Since Feynman gates do not yields any garbage
outputs, the SCRL reversible arithmetic right shifter has the same bits of garbage outputs
as the logical right shifter. Table 5.3 shows the garbage outputs of the arithmetic right
shifter in a detailed to stage measurement.
Table 5.3: Garbage outputs in arithmetic right shifter
n = 4 n = 8 n = 16 n = 32 n = 64
k = 2 3 6 12 24 48
k = 3 NA 7 14 28 56
k = 4 NA NA 15 30 60
k = 5 NA NA NA 31 62
k = 6 NA NA NA NA 63
5.1.4 Garbage Outputs in SCRL Reversible Universal Right Shifter
The SCRL-based design of reversible universal right shifter requires an additional Fredkin
gate to construct the three variables selection unit. Thus for the whole circuit, it yields
one more garbage outputs. As a result, there are n Fredkin gates in a SCRL reversible
universal right shifter and meanwhile n garbage outputs are yielded in total. We have the
comparisons between SCRL-based design and the existing design in [19]. Table 5.4 is a
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comparison of the garbage outputs in reversible universal right shifters in SCRL design and
existing Kotiyal design [19].
Table 5.4: Garbage outputs in universal right shifters
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 6) . . . (n, q)
SCRL design 4 8 16 32 64 . . . n
Kotiyal design 16 37 86 199 456 . . . (n + 1)× q + n + 2
Impv ratio K% 75.00 78.38 81.40 83.92 85.96 . . . N/A
Improvement ratio K% is the improvement ratio compared to Kotiyal design [19].
Figure 5.3 has a direct view of the increasing trend of garbage outputs with the increasing
n, q values.
Figure 5.3: Garbage outputs in reversible universal right shifters
5.1.5 Garbage Outputs in SCRL Reversible Universal Bidirectional Shifter
The SCRL-based reversible universal bidirectional shifter has an additional reverse unit
for direction reversing. To make an arithmetic left shift, an additional Fredkin gate is
required at the second reverse of the reverse unit as shown in Figure 4.13. Hence, the
SCRL-based reversible universal bidirectional shifter has (n + 1) garbage outputs in total.
We have compared the SCRL-based universal bidirectional shifter with the existing designs
in [17, 19, 26]. Table 5.5 shows the comparison of garbage outputs of the SCRL design and
some other existing designs [17, 19, 26] (M is the Mitra design [26], K is the Kotiyal design
[19] and H is the Hosseininia design [17]).
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Table 5.5: Garbage outputs in universal bidirectional shifter designs
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 5)
SCRL design 5 9 17 33 65
Kotiyal design 17 38 87 200 457
Mitra design 11 17 27 45 79
Hosseininia design 32 74 164 358 776
Impv ratio K% 70.59 76.32 80.46 83.50 85.78
Impv ratio M% 54.54 47.06 37.04 26.67 17.72
Impv ratio H% 84.38 87.84 89.63 90.78 91.62
Figure 5.4 has a direct view of the increasing trend of garbage outputs with the increasing
n, q values.
Figure 5.4: Garbage outputs in reversible universal bidirectional shifters
5.2 Comparison of Garbage Outputs
Table 5.1 shows that the SCRL design reversible right rotator does not yield any garbage
outputs so that the improvement ratios of the Shamsujjoha design are all 100%. Thus the
SCRL design reversible right rotaor is perfect from the garbage outputs evaluation. Table
5.2 is a comparison table of garbage outputs for reversible logical right shifters. Improvement
ratio K% means the improvement ratio of Kotiyal design and Improvement ratio S% means
the impovement ratio of Shamsujjoha design. The improvement ratios show that the SCRL
design has improved the number of garbage outputs in a decent extent. And the ratio grows
as the inputs level grows. It grows from 70.00% at (4, 2) inputs level to 83.84% at (64, 6)
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inputs level for Kotiyal design. And it grows from 62.50% at (4, 2) inputs level to 83.59% at
(64, 6) inputs level for Shamsujjoha design. So that it is even more efficient when designing
extensive inputs logical right shifters. Table 5.4 shows that the improvement ratio also
grows with the growing inputs level of the reversible universal right shifter. It means that
for the reversible universal right shifter, the SCRL design has also improved quite a lot.
Table 5.5 is the most important comparison since there are multiple designs in reversible
universal bidirectional shifters. The Kotiyal and Hosseininia improvement ratio show that
the SCRL design has improved the garbage outputs. Even for Mitra design, which is the
new 2015 design, the SCRL design has also reduced the garbage outputs. Even though the
improvement ratio of Mitra design is decreasing, the garbage outputs of SCRL design will
always be less than those of Mitra design as it is indicated in the (n, q) inputs level that
n + 2q + 3 is larger than n + 1.
5.3 Ancilla Inputs
Ancilla inputs refer to the constant inputs in the logic circuits. The amount of ancilla
inputs is another important criteria to evaluate the reversible logic. A large number of
ancilla inputs is always a limitation to fabricate a quantum computer with large number of
inputs.
5.3.1 Ancilla Inputs in SCRL Reversible Right Rotator
The SCRL-based reversible right rotator are built by all SCRL gates. All the inputs are
the given variables and control signals that are not considered as ancilla inputs. That is to
say that there are no ancilla inputs in SCRL-based reversible right rotator.
5.3.2 Ancilla Inputs in SCRL Reversible Logical Right Shifter
A logical right shifter requires copies of 0s to replace the shifted bits. As shown in Figure
4.3, the selection unit built by Fredkin gates requires 0s as the constant inputs. As a result,
each Fredkin gates in use is a source of an ancilla input. In an (n, q) SCRL-based reversible
logical right shifter, a number of n− 1 ancilla inputs are produced. We have also compared
the SCRL-based design of reversible logical right shifter with the existing design in [19].
Table 5.6 shows the number of ancilla inputs at different (n, q) values in SCRL and another
existing Kotiyal design [19].
Table 5.6: Ancilla inputs in logical right shifters
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 6) . . . (n, q)
SCRL design 3 7 15 31 63 . . . n-1
Kotiyal design 8 24 64 160 384 . . . n× q
Improvement ratio K% 62.50 70.83 76.56 80.625 83.59 . . . N/A
Improvement ratio K% is the improvement ratio compared to Kotiyal design [19].
Figure 5.5 has a direct view of the increasing trend of ancilla inputs with the increasing
n, q values.
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Figure 5.5: Ancilla inputs in reversible logical right shifters
5.3.3 Ancilla Inputs in SCRL Reversible Arithmetic Right Shifter
In the SCRL-based design of reversible arithmetic right shifter, the source of ancilla inputs
is the Feynman gate. In order to realize an arithmetic right shift, the logic circuit requires
copies of the sign bit. A Feynman gate performs a copy function when the second input is
set to 0. The constant 0s are the ancilla inputs and each Feynman gate in use produces one
ancilla input. The number of Feynman gates in an (n, q) SCRL arithmetic right shifter is
n− 1. As a result, there are (n− 1) ancilla inputs. Table 5.7 shows the numbers of ancilla
inputs at different (n, q) values.
Table 5.7: Ancilla inputs in arithmetic right shifters
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 6) . . . (n, q)
SCRL design 3 7 15 31 63 . . . n-1
5.3.4 Ancilla Inputs in SCRL Reversible Universal Right Shifter
The quantity of Feynman gates applied in the SCRL design of an (n, q) reversible universal
right shifter is n − 1. And the first Fredkin gate in the selection unit is used to select the
data from 0 and an−1, where 0 is a constant input. Hence, there are n ancilla inputs in
SCRL-based reversible universal right shifter in total. We have compared the SCRL-based
design of reversible universal right shifter with the existing design in [19]. Table 5.8 shows
the ancilla inputs comparison between the SCRL and Kotiyal design [19].
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Table 5.8: Ancilla inputs in universal right shifters
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 6) . . . (n, q)
SCRL design 4 8 16 32 64 . . . n
Kotiyal design 12 32 80 192 448 . . . n× q + 2q
Improvement ratio K% 66.67 75.00 80.00 83.33 85.71 . . . N/A
Improvement ratio K% is the improvement ratio compared to Kotiyal design [19].
Figure 5.6 has a direct view of the increasing trend of ancilla inputs with the increasing
n, q values.
Figure 5.6: Ancilla inputs in reversible universal right shifters
5.3.5 Ancilla Inputs in SCRL Reversible Universal Bidirectional Shifter
Since the additional Fredkin gate in the reverse unit is used for selecting data from the sign
bit and the previous last bit of outputs, it does not require an ancilla input. As the result,
the total number of ancilla inputs in SCRL-based reversible universal bidirectional shifter
are the same as the number of ancilla inputs in universal right shifter. We have compared
the SCRL-based design of reversible universal bidirectional shifter with the existing designs
in [17, 19, 26]. Table 5.9 shows the number of ancilla inputs in the SCRL design and some
other existing designs of reversible universal bidirectional shifters [17, 19, 26](M is the Mitra
design [26], K is the Kotiyal design [19] and H is the Hosseininia design [17]).
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Table 5.9: Ancilla inputs in universal bidirectional shifters
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 6)
SCRL design 4 8 16 32 64
Kotiyal design 13 33 81 193 449
Mitra design 6 11 20 37 70
Hosseininia design 28 68 156 348 764
Improvement ratio K% 69.23 75.76 80.24 83.42 85.75
Improvement ratio M% 33.33 27.27 20.00 13.51 8.57
Improvement ratio H% 85.71 88.24 89.74 90.80 91.62
Figure 5.7 has a direct view of the increasing trend of ancilla inputs with the increasing
n, q values.
Figure 5.7: Ancilla inputs in reversible bidirectional right shifters
5.4 Comparison of Ancilla Inputs
Table 5.6 shows that the SCRL design reversible logical right shifter has improved quite
a lot in ancilla inputs. It saves 62.50% ancilla inputs at (4, 2) inputs level and this ratio
grows to 83.59% at (64, 6) inputs level. Table 5.8 is a comparison table of ancilla inputs
for reversible universal right shifters. Improvement ratio K% means the improvement ratio
of Kotiyal design . The improvement ratios show that the SCRL design has reduced the
number of ancilla inputs in a decent number. And the ratio grows as the inputs level grows.
It grows from 66.67% at (4, 2) inputs level to 85.71% at (64, 6) inputs level for Kotiyal
design. So that it is even more efficient when designing extensive inputs universal right
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shifters. Table 5.9 is the most important comparison since there are multiple designs in
reversible universal bidirectional shifters. The Kotiyal and Hosseininia improvement ratio
show that the SCRL design has reduced the number of ancilla inputs. Even for Mitra
design, which is the new 2015 design, the SCRL design has also reduced the ancilla inputs
decently. Even though the improvement ratio of Mitra design is decreasing, the garbage
outputs of SCRL design will always be less than those of Mitra design as it is indicated in
the (n, q) inputs level that n + q is larger than n.
5.5 QCA Cost Evaluation
We have also evaluated the cost of implementing the reversible barrel shifter in QCA
nanotechnology. The QCA cost consists of two parameters: (i) the amount of inverters used
in the design, (ii) the amount of majority voters used in the design. We have compared the
QCA cost of the SCRL-based reversible barrel shifters with the existing design of reversible
barrel shifters.
5.5.1 Right Rotator Cost
An (n, q) reversible SCRL-based right rotator requires q SCRL gates and each n×n SCRL
gate requires n inverters and 3 × n majority voters. Thus an (n, q) reversible SCRL right
rotator requires a total number of n×q inverters and 3×n×q majority voters. Each Fredkin
gate uses 2 inverters and 6 majority voters. We have compared the SCRL-based design of
reversible right rotator with the design in [33]. Table 5.10 shows the cost evaluation of
SCRL right rotator. Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 are the comparisons of the inverters and
majority voters of the SCRL-based design of reversible right rotaor with the design in [33].
Table 5.10: Cost evaluation of right rotator
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 6) . . . (n, q)
Inverters 8 24 64 160 384 . . . n× q
Majority voters 24 72 192 480 1152 3× n× q
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Figure 5.8: Inverter cost comparison of right rotator
Figure 5.9: Majority voters comparison of right rotator
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5.5.2 Logical Right Shifter Cost
An (n, q) reversible SCRL logical right shifter requires q SCRL gates and n − 1 Fredkin
gates. Each n× n SCRL gate requires n inverters and 3× n majority voters. Each Fredkin
gate is using 2 inverters and 6 majority voters. Thus an (n, q) reversible SCRL right rotator
requires a total number of n× q+ 2× (n− 1) inverters and 3×n× q+ 6× (n− 1) majority
voters. Each Feynman gate requires 2 inverters and 3 majority voters. We have compared
the SCRL-based design of reversible logical right shifter with the designs in [19, 33]. Table
5.11 shows the cost evaluation of SCRL logical right shifter. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11
are the comparisons of the inverters and majority voters [19, 33].
Table 5.11: Cost evaluation of logical right shifter
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 6) (n, q)
Inverters 14 38 94 222 510 n× q + 2× (n− 1)
Majority voters 42 114 282 666 1530 3× n× q + 6× (n− 1)
Figure 5.10: Inverter cost comparison of logical right shifter
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Figure 5.11: Majority voter cost comparison of logical right shifter
5.5.3 Arithmetic Right Shifter Cost
An (n, q) reversible SCRL arithmetic right shifter requires q SCRL gates, n− 1 Fredkin
gates and n − 1 Feynman gates. The existing designs do not include the arithmetic right
shifter, so there is no comparison in this part. Each Feynman gate has 2 inverters and 3
majority voters. Each Fredkin gate has 2 inverters and 6 majority voters. Thus there are
4× (n− 1) + n× q inverters and 9× (n− 1) + 3× n× q majority voters in an (n, q) SCRL
arithmetic right shifter. Table 5.12 shows the cost for different levels.
Table 5.12: Cost evaluation of arithmetic right shifter
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 6)
Inverters 20 52 124 284 636
Majority voters 51 135 327 759 1719
5.5.4 Universal Right Shifter Cost
An (n, q) reversible SCRL-based reversible universal right shifter requires the same num-
ber of SCRL gates and Feynman gates as arithmetic right shifter. And it requires one more
Fredkin gate than arithmetic right shifter. Thus the number of inverters that an (n, q)
SCRL universal right shifter requires is 4× (n−1) +n× q+ 2. And the number of majority
voters is 9× (n− 1) + 3× n× q+ 6. The existing design of reversible universal right shifter
in [19] requires n× (q+ 1) + 2 Fredkin gates and (q+ 1)×n− 1 Feynman gates. Table 5.13
shows the cost evaluation of SCRL universal right shifter. Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 are
the comparisons of the inverters and majority voters between the two designs [19].
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Table 5.13: Cost evaluation of universal right shifter
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 6) . . . (n, q)
Inverters 22 54 126 286 638 . . . 4× (n− 1) + n× q + 2
Majority voters 57 141 333 765 1725 . . . 9× (n− 1) + 3× n× q + 6
Figure 5.12: Inverter cost comparison of universal right shifter
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Table 5.14: Cost evaluation of universal bidirectional shifter
(4, 2) (8, 3) (16, 4) (32, 5) (64, 6)
Inverters 28 72 160 352 768
Majority voters 87 195 435 963 2115
M is the Mitra design, K is the Kotiyal design and H is the Hosseininia design
Figure 5.13: Majority voter cost comparison of universal right shifter
5.5.5 Universal Bidirectional Shifter Cost
An (n, q) reversible SCRL-based reversible universal bidirectional shifter requires the
same number of Feynman gates as universal right shifter. And it requires 1 more Fredkin
gates and 2 more SCRL gate than universal right shifter. Thus the number of inverters that
an (n, q) SCRL universal bidirectional shifter requires is 4× (n− 1) + n× (q + 2) + 4. And
the number of majority voters is 9× (n− 1) + 3× n× (q + 2) + 12. We have compared the
proposed SCRL-based reversible universal bidirectional shifter with the existing designs in
[17, 19, 26]. Table 5.14 shows the cost evaluation of SCRL universal bidirectional shifter.
Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 are the comparisons of the inverters and majority voters between
the different designs [17, 19, 26].
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Figure 5.14: Inverter cost comparison of universal bidirectional shifter
Figure 5.15: Majority voter cost comparison of universal bidirectional shifter
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, the SCRL-based design of reversible barrel shifters are presented. The
methodologies for the design of (n, q) reversible barrel shifters based on SCRL gate are also
proposed. The five proposed methodologies consist of reversible right rotator, reversible
logical right shifter, reversible arithmetic right shifter, reversible universal right shifter and
reversible universal bidirectional shifter. All the proposed design methodologies of reversible
barrel shifters based on SCRL gate have been verified by the Verilog simulation using the
Modelsim software. We proved that the SCRL gate is more powerful compared to the
existing Fredkin gate in implementing the logic functions. The proposed SCRL gate based
designs of reversible barrel shifters are mapped in QCA computing and are compared with
the existing designs according to the number of garbage and ancilla bits and the QCA cost.
The proposed designs of reversible barrel shifters based on SCRL gate have shown significant
improvement compared to the designs existing in literature in the metrics of garbage and
ancilla bits and the QCA cost.
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